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                  LET’S LEARN! 
                    There is/there are

� There is a big table in my room.
    There isn’t a clock in my room.
    Is there a TV in your room?

� There are  flowers in my room.
   There aren’t  pictures in my room.
    Are there   flowers in your room?
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Our house

We live in a new        . I like my             . I have

a          and a            in my room. I have no

.          I have a          near the       . And the

        is next to it. I have a            on the          

The           is on the wall to the left of the        

I  like my              .

           



LET’S DO A LITTLE TEST!

� Вставьте слова is / are в нужной форме
� 1. There ___ a TV in front of the sofa.
� 2. There ________ two chairs in the kitchen.
� 3. There ____ no  mirror on the wall.
� 4. ______ there a carpet on the floor?
� 5. There _____ a lamp on the table.
� 6. _____ there windows in the living room?
� 7. There ______ an armchair near the table.
� 8. ____ there a picture in the bedroom?
� 9. There _____ no books on the shelf.
� 10. _____ there flowers in the vase? 



MAKE A SENTANSE 

� a) a sofa, in, there, living room, is the.
� b) the, two, beds, there, in, bedroom, are.
� c) on, there, a mirror, is, the, wall.
� d) a clock, the, is, there, table, on ?
� e) carpet, on, there, no, is, floor, the.



CHECK!

 
a)  There is a sofa in the living room.
b)  There are two beds in the bedroom.
c)  There is a mirror on the wall.
d)  Is there a clock on the table?
e)  There is no carpet on the floor. 
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THANK YOU!!!
GOOD BYE


